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About This Game

STAIRS is a first-person atmospheric psychological horror game that takes players through the stories of three missing people
as seen through the eyes of journalist Christopher Adams. Start preparing yourself now, for to descend down these steps is to

descend into madness.

STAIRS is inspired by real-life events, twisted into an original tale of terror, despair and sadness. Using a camera and journal,
players set out to unravel the grizzly mysteries behind three stories - Valerie Berkley, a high school graduate; James Reed, a

young businessman; and Jean Jowars Remens, a charismatic pastor. What happened to them? What do they have to do with each
other? Creep down the stairs and discover the truth for yourself… if you dare.

FEATURES INCLUDE

A tale of psychological horror that spans 3 diverse story arcs with thematic connections

Inspired by a series of horrific real-life events, recreated with a twist of fiction

Use your camera to capture supernatural elements that progress the story and open new areas

Utilize notes in your Journal to help track your progress, story beats and evaluate clues

Dynamic, immersive sound design sends chills down your spine while building palpable tension
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Real-time story elements unravel the game’s narrative without interrupting gameplay

Explore interactive environments and solve cleverly crafted puzzles to find what you need to advance through the story
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Title: Stairs
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
GreyLight Entertainment
Publisher:
Digital Tribe
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7

Processor: Inter Core2 Duo, AMD Athlon64 x2 or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NvidiaGeforce 9600GT, ATI Radeon 4670HD or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English
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When creating an RPG, one of the most important things are the characters. While RPG making tools often come with their
own standard characters, it can really set a game apart if the game uses custom designed characters. But, for those of us like me
who lack the ability to create custom character portraits and character sprites, Game Character Hub is a godsend.

Basically, when you start the tool you create a type of character. Then you pick pieces from the proper character type, select
them, and shift their order around, until the character looks right. The character (or face portrait) is shown in the lower left-hand
corner, so you can quickly see what your result looks like.

Once you have a character, you can export it to use in the game or save the particular character, so you can re-load and edit it
later. This is a huge help, in case the character doesn't look exactly right, or if you want to make a similar character later.

And, what if you want a slew of similar characters? Say you want a lot of minor NPCs that look just a bit different? Game
Character Hub has you covered there. With one special Export command, you can create dozens or hundreds of characters (or
faces) which vary in color (such as hair color, eye color, clothing color), all from a single template. This is a great way to fill in
the roster of minor NPCs, very quickly.

Overall, it's an invaluable tool for character creation and I highly recommend it.. ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0).
I played this on normal setting and it took me over 5 hours to complete main game and bonus chapter.
There is a setting in the game where you click on an eye and it shows you what to pick up, which direction to take or any active
area. I switched that off.
This is a middle of the range HO game, not brilliant, but not awfully bad either. Just a fairly forgettable game.
Graphics were mainly good and clear, occasionally a HO scene was very ordinary. Lots of HO scenes and a fair bit of back-
tracking without a map. So you can be lurching all over the place, wondering where to go. There is a very good hint system or an
inbuilt guide if you need it.
Music was ok. Story was good and flowed well. Theme was a bit different. Some of the mini-puzzles were quite hard...for me, it
was the maths ones! All are doable.
Definitely buy on sale. 6.5\/10. overly verbose. Beautiful beautiful game. Princess Loot Pixel Again is a very simple game - but
that doesn't mean it isn't fun.

At it's core, it's a simple action\/platformer game where the dungeon changes and your character resets every time you die,
which is often enough. Still, you lose so little, and the game is so short (maybe 20 minutes from start to a successful end), it
doesn't feel like you lose much.

One problem I have is that it feels like any playthrough is determined directly by the special items I find in the first few levels.
Sure, there's still skill involved and you could beat the game with none - but when your game starts with four special powers the
play is so much visibly easier than otherwise that it's almost not worth continuing if your first few levels don't have anything.

All in all, I liked it. I'm working on beating it with the last few characters, and it was totally worth the price.. It is a video game.
You can play from a (Currently) limited cast. Most of the characters are kind of bland, but the ones that stand out to me are
"Ninja Cat that is extremly pathetic and hard to play" and "Fat Goblin Merchant that is also extremly pathetic and hard to play."
There is also an Octo Pirate, some sort of Mech, a Samurai, a Orc Knight, some sort of Elemental Flux... Anyway, the game
sometimes descripts itself as an MOBA, but it isn't really. It is just weird. But, since it is early in development, I will give it the
benefit of the doubt and say it is decent.
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The game is labeled as a metroidvania with 2 buttons (left and right: you get some powerups during the game which work with
different combinations of these buttons).
It has nice pixel art, the ammount of difficulty which gives you that warm feeling in the heart after you overcome a challenge
and a slightly bizarre mood.

In my opinion, the most important aspect of this game is how it explores its self-imposed limitation and creates amazing
challenges. You can see the sense of progression as the challenges unfold and becomes more complex and demanding.

I'm playing with an xbox controller, and I think an option for configuring the input myself would be great. I died many times
because the shoulder buttons won't have the same feeling as face buttons as far as twitch reflexes go.. DISCLAIMER:This is not
a pcmaster race game.You don't need a NASA server to play this.It really has something peculiar in it.Somewhat repetitive but
at least it kills boredom. The sound of the F2004 can be heard from space. WAIT I BOUGHT It and where do i get my redeem
code to get the thing????? IDONT HAVE IT!. This is a nice route. I recommend it for UP lovers. The ES44AC is very
improved. And the SD40-2 has a better horn. So does the ES44AC. It has realistic weather effects. It also has more than one
route for each train. I think its going to be in my Top 3 routes at #1. Its the best route ive ever had.. Ok im gonna keep this one
short- and i still dont know all the details.

Its a less in depth story WWII xcom. if you like Xcom 1 but want a WWII version- you will most likely enjoy this game.
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